
 A rabbit soft toy (or other 
animal – see notes to help 
you choose a suitable 
alternative)

 ‘Dance of the Sugar Plum 
Fairy’ by P. Tchaikovsky –
available on YouTube

10–15 minutes

COLD – HOT

Play ‘Cold - Hot’:

Cold: Perform a ‘gesture riddle’: shiver, hunch your back, draw your head into your shoulders, warm your hands by 
blowing on them and stamp your feet. Then ask your child to guess what you are feeling (you are cold).

Ask your child to name all the expressive movements that you just you performed to show how you felt - i.e. 
shiver, hunch your back, draw your head into your shoulders, warm your hands by blowing on them and stamp 
your feet. If they cannot name all the movements, ask them to perform the ones that they cannot name and 
provide verbal labels for those that were difficult. 

Now ask your child to pretend to be cold, as you did.

Hot: Ask your child how they might show that a person is hot. Give them some time to try out a few ideas and 
then perform some expressive movements for showing that you feel hot (slump, spread out your body and fan 
yourself). 

The Game: Now play the ‘Cold - Hot’ game. Explain: When I say, ‘I’m hot’, you must perform expressive 
movements to represent feeling hot, and when I say ‘I’m cold’, you must perform expressive movements to 
represent feeling cold.

If you have more players, you could also play this according to the ‘Simon Says’ game. Try to catch the players out 
by making your instructions unpredictable.

If you wish, you can give your child the chance to lead the game by giving the instructions.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can use their bodies to represent different physical states (cold and hot).
Your child can use expressive movements to imitate the actions of a rabbit. 
Your child can move a soft toy expressively – performing gestures and acting out feelings. 
Your child can solve ‘gesture riddles.’

To introduce techniques for representing physical states (hot/cold) through 
appropriate bodily posture and movements
To develop understanding of the language of movement by solving ‘gesture riddles’
To invent expressive movements for imitating the actions of a rabbit 
To practise orientation skills
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Play ‘Rabbit’s Freezing’:

Tell your child that you are a freezing cold animal and ask them to guess what you are. Perform a ‘gesture riddle’: Hold your hands like paws, twitch 
your nose and shiver, drawing your paws close to your body, try to hop but fail because your legs are trembling (you are a cold rabbit).

Chant the words below in a sing-song voice (for example, me-me doh me doh for lines with five syllables; me-me-doh-doh me doh for lines with six 
syllables), rubbing each body part to get warm as you say them. Encourage your child to join in and repeat as necessary. 

Rabbit’s got cold ears;
Rabbit’s got a cold tail;
Rabbit’s got a cold nose.

Ask your child why the rabbit rubs its cold ears, tail, and nose (to get warm). Ask them to suggest other parts of the rabbit that probably feel cold –
then chant about them as above and rub a corresponding part of your own body, encouraging your child to copy you. 

Put on ‘Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy’ and move to the music as a freezing rabbit, encouraging your child to join in with you. At suitable points in the 
music, pause to rub various body parts. As you start to warm up, begin to move a little more freely, commenting on this to your child so they copy you.

Play ‘How can we help Rabbit?’:

Produce your rabbit soft toy (or adapt for another animal). If you wish, go through the routine for summoning and greeting a visitor. Then tell your 
child: There’s something wrong with Rabbit – he’s been out in the freezing weather. He’s shivering and he can’t hop at all – what ever could be the 
matter? (Rabbit’s very, very cold.) Ask your child how they could help freezing Rabbit. If your child has been through the Expressive Movement 
module in Caterpillars, remind them that they know what to do because they have practised helping cold Rabbit get warm before
(stroke/cuddle/caress Rabbit, feed Rabbit, give her a blanket and so on). Perform expressive movements together to act out your child’s suggestions, 
to help Rabbit warm up.

Play ‘Get Warm, Rabbit’: 

Tell your child that Rabbit is still cold and needs to get warm. Ask them to think of ways animals (and people) warm themselves up, and to show you 
their ideas by performing them.

Then chant this rhyme and do the actions described, encouraging your child to join in with both the words and the actions:

Shivering rabbit, please don’t sit Hunch your shoulders and shiver
You’ve got to warm yourself a bit Stand up
Warm your paws, go clap, clap, clap Clap paws
Warm your tail, go slap, slap, slap Slap bottom (position of tail)
Rabbit so cold you’ve got to dance Jump with both feet on the spot
Go hop-hop-hop till you get to France! Clap paws and twirl round

Finally, have your child help your rabbit soft toy to ‘warm himself up’ with such actions, i.e. clap his paws together and so on. When your child has 
finished, have Rabbit ‘comment’ about how hot and sweaty he is now, and move his paws to show him fanning himself. 

COLD – HOT– continued 
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